
 
  

CLEVELAND DIVISION OF 

POLICE MISSION STATEMENT 

SURVEY RESULTS 
The Cleveland Community Police Commission (CCPC) 

Abstract 
This work product is mandated by the 2015 Consent Decree between the City of Cleveland and 
the Department of Justice. The process for providing input to the Cleveland Division of Police is 

outlined in the Monitor’s first year plan.  This is a preliminary summary report that presents the 
raw data. The CCPC is committed to seeking resources to provide an in-depth analysis of the raw 

data gathered from those who responded to this survey.  
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Background 

The Cleveland Community Police Commission (CCPC) was established by the 

Settlement Agreement (Consent Decree) between the Department of Justice and 

the City of Cleveland. The CCPC exists “to leverage the experience and expertise 

of the people of Cleveland and to ensure that the CDP [Cleveland Division of 

Police] recognizes and operates in a manner consistent with cooperative 

community understanding and engagement.” Promoting public trust, confidence, 

and understanding across the City are critical to this endeavor.  

To this end, the CCPC has interacted with more than 1,900 people representing 

greater Cleveland since its formation. The CCPC holds full commission meetings, 

work group meetings, and town halls that have encouraged public engagement 

and community input. Through this work the CCPC is actively seeking to help build 

and enhance community trust. One way the CCPC seeks to do this is by listening 

to the voices of the people as part of its ongoing process to develop 

recommendations to guide and impact mandated police reform. 

In order to promote and strengthen partnerships within the community, it is 

imperative that the Cleveland Division of Police (CDP) listen to the voices of the 

people, and that their interests, values, experiences and concerns both guide and 

are reflected in the development and implementation of comprehensive 

community problem-oriented policing in the City of Cleveland.  

According to the Consent Decree, Paragraph 28 states that the CDP will ensure 

that its new mission statement reflects a commitment to community oriented 

policing and will integrate community and problem-oriented policing principles 

into its management, policies and procedures, recruitment, training, personnel 

evaluations, resource deployment, tactics, and accountability systems.  

The CCPC survey, as well as anticipated future analysis and research, represents 

an integral step in the development of the CDP’s new mission statement by 

ensuring that the CDP hears unfiltered feedback from the people they are hired to 

protect and serve. This preliminary summary report presents some of the raw 

survey data. As part of this ongoing development and review process, the CCPC is 

committed to seeking resources to conduct a thorough analysis of the collected 

data. Such a statistical analysis will allow the CCPC to provide context, identify 
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trends, more fully correlate and capture the meaning of the data, and therefore 

ultimately provide recommendations as part of its mandated work. 

 

Process and Methodology 

The CCPC was not only mandated to gather, but also wanted to hear the 

experiences, interests, values and concerns of people with regard to the current 

CDP mission statement. Conducting a survey allowed the CCPC to gather feedback 

from community members. The CCPC publicized the survey at CPC meetings, in 

church bulletins and social media, as well as through its community contacts 

database, personal networks, and most recently on WCPN. 

The CDP Mission Statement Survey was created by Commissioners with input 

from community members.  The CCPC launched the survey and gathered 

community feedback from late January to early March 2016. During this period, 

122 members of the Greater Cleveland community responded. Their responses 

are shared throughout this report and provide a crucial first step towards and 

foundation for developing a Cleveland Division of Police mission statement that 

reflects 21st Century Policing.  

 

How is the report organized? 

The “Table of Contents” for this preliminary report provides the questions used in 

the survey and a page number where each survey question and the unfiltered 

responses can be found. Each question is presented in its own section, which 

opens with a brief descriptive summary followed by raw data where applicable. 

 

Highlights of what we learn 

1. Of those who responded to the survey, 50 percent live in the City of Cleveland 
and 50 percent live outside of Cleveland but work in the City itself. Respondents 
living in the City of Cleveland indicated that they live within one of the five (5) 
Police Districts of Cleveland. Based on their feedback, 100 percent of the Police 
Districts are represented in this summary with First District showing the highest 
number of respondents (see page 38). 
 

2. Most of those who responded to the survey identified their race in descriptive 
terms that align with white or Caucasian (see page 39). In addition to race and 
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ethnicity, other demographic data was also requested such as age and gender 
identity/orientation. Most respondents did not provide information about their 
gender orientation. 
 

3. Of the 122 respondents, 120 offered thoughts about how to develop a more 
effective mission statement. Though a majority of people stated that the mission 
statement is ideally attainable, many also expressed that in reality, the current 
mission statement has not been successfully implemented. For instance, 
Response #23 reads: 

 
In order for the Cleveland Police Department to attain its mission it 
needs to take the mission to heart. Nowhere does the mission say 
enhance the role of the police, strengthen the military and assault 
weaponry to control neighborhoods or patrol our community as 
overseers. In order for the police to live their mission policing must 
come from behind the steering wheel, from behind the desk and 
become a part of the neighborhood. [sic] 
 

Numerous respondents proposed that the CDP use mission statements from 
other cities as model. These cities included Seattle, New Orleans and Pasadena. 

 
4. A significant number of respondents indicated that they have had a personal 

experience with CDP within the past year. Most identified the interaction as 

something other than a traffic stop.  

 

5. The next phase of mission statement work should include a focus group as part 

of the diagnostic information. 

 

6. The CCPC will continue to study and analyze the survey for any trends and 

correlations between respondents’ answers and the demographic data. This kind 

of analysis will allow the CCPC to provide a better overall assessment of its data 

to more adequately inform development of the new mission statement. Our 

immediate next steps are shaped by the following schedule. 

 

March 10 – collect concerns, experiences, values and issues related to 

the CDP mission statement from across Cleveland and provide a written 

document that is a compilation of this information. 

March 25 – CDP will submit a first draft of the revised and updated 

mission statement for written input by April 1. With this response, CCPC 

should include scholarly research with any feedback it provides in 

response to CDP regarding the first draft. 

April 15 – CDP will provide a revised mission statement that incorporates 

this feedback. 
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April 21 – CCPC reviews the proposed final draft. At minimum, CCPC 

provides additional input. 

May 13 – The monitor will engage in an affirmative effort to obtain 

community, officer, and other stakeholder input. 

May 27 – The monitor, parties, CCPC and other stakeholders will receive 

additional revisions from CDP based on most recent feedback. 

June 10 – The monitor recommends approval or disapproval of the 

mission statement to the Court. 

Raw data from respondents are intermingled with graphs and brief summaries and 

shared from this point forward throughout the preliminary survey feedback report.  

 

 

 

Read the Cleveland Division of Police Mission Statement 

The Mission of the members of the Cleveland Division of Police (CDP) is to enhance the 

quality of life, strengthen our neighborhoods and deliver superior services with 

professionalism, respect, integrity, dedication and excellence by working in partnership 

with our neighborhoods and community. 

 

Describe the mission statement. Is the statement …  

Inclusive, Clear, Too Long, Precise, Measurable 
 

Most respondents (62%) considered the current mission statement clear. However, 
none of the respondents considered the statement measurable. An ability to measure 
outcomes is a basic requirement of a well-written, implementable mission statement. 
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To what extent do you believe the mission statement is achievable? 

Originally, a “yes” or “no” scale was used. This was changed to a Likert Scale, with 1 

indicating not achievable and 5 Very achievable.  Approximately 82 percent of 

respondents considered the statement achievable or somewhat achievable. Based on 

responses to “where do you live?”, 50 percent of these respondents live in the Greater 

Cleveland area rather than in the City of Cleveland. 
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Please share what would make the mission statement more effective. 

 

Some of the responses to this question were featured in the “Summary Highlights” 
section above. This question elicited responses, which either identified or suggested 
consulting mission statements from other cities as models as the CDP developed its 
new mission statement. Responses #5 &111 offer the “SMART” approach to community 
policing as a tool for guiding the development of a new mission statement. 
 
Response # 1.  
I think the mission statement is admirable. It states the goals of the department. However, the wording in 
the question below regarding how perfect the Department has to be is horrendous. You either have to be 
perfect above 90% or below 60%... What gives with that? 
 
Response # 2 
The statement does not say much so not much can be said and added to what little is there. 
 
Response # 3  
The mission statement needs to clearly state that the CDP's purpose is to provide and increase public 
safety, not just quality of life. 
 
Response # 4 
To provide a safe and friendly environment while rebuilding trustworthiness between police and residents. 
 
Response # 5 
Take a look at Seattle's 
1) - improve quality of life 
2) -value diverse neighborhoods 
3) -deliver constitutional and effective police services 
 
New Orleans 
1) committed to the philosophy of Community Oriented Policing 
2) integrating community and problem-oriented policing into daily management principles, policies, 
procedures, recruitment efforts, training, personnel selection, performance evaluation process, resource 
deployment, tactics and accountability systems. 
3) engaging each neighborhood and community organization in collaborative problem-solving 
partnerships 
 
Pasadena 
1) excellence as a world class public safety agency 
2) environment in which members of the department and community thrive 
3) a catalyst for positive change through persistent, personalized and cost effective use of public safety 
resources. 
4) By embracing the values of pride, professionalism and integrity we remain committed to maintaining 
the public trust. 
 
Response # 6  
Nothing that I can think of at this time. 
 
Response # 7 
Reaching out all members of the community, from children to seniors, sick to the healthy, and all ethnic 
groups. Most importantly, thinking out of the box for solutions.  Perhaps including the word "learning 
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about the community” would inspire the police department and the citizens to learn  
about each other and open their minds to solutions that are win-win for everyone. 
   
Response # 8  
Adding regardless of race, etc.... 
 
Response #  
9 More details on the "by" section  
 
Response # 10  
I think it should be more specific about how it will "enhance the quality of life..." etc.  Should it mention the 
CPD responsibility to be peace officers? 
 
Response # 11 
Community policing. We used to have this with the mini stations in the community. Have the mini station 
within a rec center. Have PAL activities going on at the same time.  
 
Response # 12  
There should be more of an effort to share the mission statement with the Community. 
 
Response # 13  
Following it.  
 
Response # 14  
Buy-in from all members of CDP. 
 
Response # 15 
Agreement by all parties of what "professionalism, respect, integrity, dedication and excellence" mean 
If an officer of the Cleveland Division of Police is found to be violating the CDP mission statement, the 
community leaders (clergy, local business owners, community organizations) shall have the authority to 
recommend, a recourse of action, not limited to but including removal from active street patrol. 
 
Response # 16 
Ensuring effective training for patrol officers in handling individuals experiencing mental health crises. 
 
Response # 17 
The neighborhood news papers and the PD, could feature one Police Station around Cleveland each 
week.  Let the people know who your neighborhood police officers are who work day and night to keep 
the peace and protect your family and your home from harm...robberies, fights, shootings, harassment, 
drug deals, human trafficking, speeding traffic, etc.  Let us see their faces as caring, responsible men and 
women who have chosen this career of law enforcement as they support their families at their homes.  
They are family people doing their job. 
 
Response # 18  
A better understanding of the difficulties of the job of police officer in Cleveland, Ohio. 
 
Response # 19 
I say yes, with big reservations. It SHOULD be possible. Anything is possible. Will it actually happen? 
Meh.  
 
Response # 20 
Cleveland is a small town. The same people are entrenched and have been for a long time. The Old 
Guard grooms the New Guard in their own image. Status quo while we bleed population and breed 
complacency. We need to engage people - I don't know how. Melissa Williams, Tamir Rice, and many 
others were killed in this town. And this area cares more about winning sports championships than they 
do about this. Who votes? Who are the candidates? Who cares? Why don't we care? 
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Response # 22 
I have seen an increase in the police presence in my neighborhood, but unfortunately, it is still not 
sufficient to deal with the level of crime experienced in 2015. 
 
Response #23   
With special efforts to improve diversity and impartial public safety standards for all citizens. 
 
Response # 24 
Nothing 
 
Response # 25 
In order for the Cleveland Police Department to attain its mission it needs to take the mission to heart. 
Nowhere does the mission say enhance the role of the police, strengthen the military an assault 
weaponry to control neighborhoods or patrol our community as overseers. In ordering for the police to live 
their mission policing must come from behind the steering wheel, from behind the desk and become a 
part of the neighborhood. 
 
Response # 26 
Initial and ongoing training on responses to mental health situations, AOD issues, de-escalation, domestic 
violence, sexual assault and human trafficking.  Community Policing, neighborhood meetings, niter 
actions with youth at community centers, mentor’s hips for kids at risk 
 
Response # 27  
Conduct themselves in a profession manner. 
 
Response # 28  
More knowledge of the LGBT community and their issues. 
 
Response # 29 
I would like the word safety in the statement, as that is what I most want from our police department. 
 
Response # 30 
Add in their "with the support of the Mayor, City, People working together" They cannot attain this Mission 
without that support, DO NOT JUST PUT IT ON THEM. WE ALL OWN THIS! 
 
Response # 31 
Community's willingness to enforce it 
 
Response # 32  
How the mission will be accomplished. 
 
Response # 33 
If police officers are more visible in the community as a support and presence  
 
Response #34 
Every patrol officer, detective and commander interacting this way with members of the public, including 
those they arrest for wrongdoing enhanced neighborhood relationships, balance of empathy with ability to 
respond in least damaging manner 
 
Response # 35 
I live in First District and our police have a monthly meeting with the public.  At least one but usually more 
police are in attendance.  We can discuss anything we want during the meeting.  The police tell what they 
are doing in the community, etc. etc. 
 
Response # 36 
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A mission statement is not going to do anything but make people roll their eyes.  
 
Response # 37 
Stress law enforcement more.  
 
Response # 38 
it is attainable... but since it is so vague, anyone can argue that the police did not meet the criteria of 
delivering superior services or work in partnership because these tasks are not defined and criteria for 
meeting these standards is not defined.  So, at the end of the day, did the police meet the standards set 
by the mission statement?  It can be argued YES or NO.... depending on which side you are on. 
 
Response #39  
Better community relationships. 
 
Response # 40 
There needs to be something about protecting citizens.  As written, it seems like a generic social service 
agency mission.   
 
Response # 41  
Involving the citizens in each community and building more rapport with youth. 
 
Response # 42  
Partnership. 
 
Response # 43  
It should include that they will protect the public and uphold the law. 
 
Response # 44 
We need a clear plan with specific step-wise objectives to improve partnership with people in the 
community. For example, outreach to community leaders and regularly scheduled meetings with police 
and community leaders identifying specific problems and achievable objectives. 
 
Response # 45 
Giving law enforcement respect and gratitude for the dangerous and difficult job they perform on behalf of 
our citizens. 
 
Response # 46 
I think the mission statement is effective as written. What will be effective in the implementation is the 
training of every single person in CDP to believe that respect, integrity, and excellence in service are true 
requirements of the job. It will also be key for CDP to figure out how to work within their structure to 
eliminate people who do not feel that these are important aspects of their jobs and who do not display 
them on a daily basis. It is hard, but HAS to be done. 
 
Response # 47 
Majority of the officers do take their job seriously and enjoy it for the most part. When the officers enjoy 
what they do they take their job serious and want to help the community. 
 
Response # 448 
Recruitment and training of police officers to respect and understand the different cultures and values of 
the people in the communities they serve.  Additional, hiring people with core values of respect and 
integrity.  
 
Response # 49  
Ethics. 
 
Response # 50  
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No suggestions at this time. 
 
Response # 51 
I think it is a good start. I believe, however, it may be too Corporate Speak for the average citizen to 
understand.  
 
Response # 52 
Newer, younger officers from diverse backgrounds should bring a better prospective to the job.  Training 
by OSHP should bring a different more professional prospective rather than training by senior officers 
who may have a poor attitude from having spent so many years under stress. 
 
Response #53 
Localized police stations within the community, regular neighborhood activities with residents. This would 
help with the neighbors getting to know the law enforcement officials in their community and the police 
getting to know the neighbors. 
 
Response # 54 
It seems to me that protecting the safety of all citizens is the primary responsibility of the police.  
 
Response # 55 
Management that holds officers accountable for their actions.  Officers who understand the difference 
between policing and an occupying armed force. 
 
Response # 56 
Add something about community involvement. 
 
Response # 57  
How is it balanced with keeping the community safe. 
 
Response # 58  
Services will be delivered in a culturally sensitive manner. 
 
Response # 59  
Nothing. 
 
Response # 59 
It should have something in it about what the police are there for: keeping neighborhoods safe and 
protecting citizens. 
 
Response # 60 
More diversity sensitivity training 
  
Response # 61 
ALL LIVES MATTER, BUT U HAVE 2 CHANGE THE MINDSET OF SOCIETY THAT THESE OFFICERS 
HAVE FAMILIES 2, WHAT PERSON IN THEIR RIGHT MIND WOOD PULL OUT A WEAPON AND 
WAVE IT AROUND.   
 
Response # 62 
I would eliminate the "enhance the quality of life" are of the sentence as it is redundant with the 
Strengthen our Communities statement.  
 
Response # 63 
More of a neighborhood presence. I think officers need to be seen more than just showing up when 
something goes wrong. 
 
Response # 64 
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It would depend on people who live in certain areas of the city as to how attainable the CDP Mission 
Statement. Some do not have respect for their neighborhood or the people who live in it and want 
peacefulness and police to help. God Bless the Police and protect them. They will need it now more than 
ever. 
 
Response #65   
More police presence. 
 
Response # 66 
I would simplify it down to the true essentials emphasizing that they exist to protect the public and that are 
committed to doing so in ways which value respect, integrity, and the use of non-forceful methods 
whenever possible. 
 
Response # 67 
I believe it begins with the hiring and training of the best of the best, looking especially for intelligence, 
integrity, culturally and emotionally competent candidates to join the Division. 
 
Response # 68 
Training police to evaluate perceived threats thoroughly to reasonably respond appropriately. 
 
Response # 69  
I think it is fine as it is. 
 
Response # 70  
No suggestions. 
 
Response #71  
I would like to see something about safety mentioned. 
 
Response # 72 
I would like it to say something about increasing safety or decreasing crime. 
 
Response # 73 
By actually implementing them into our communities. Stop criminalizing innocent people and actually 
create a community where they feel like you are a safe option to turn to. 
 
Response # 74 
Be more specific about the services to be provided. I expected the mission to include safety. 
 
Response # 75 
Partnerships with nonprofits in the local area. 
 
Response # 76  
Everyone should be held accountable for their actions. 
 
Response # 77 
What would make this more effective is not officers being true to their word. Their duty is to protect and 
lately younger and older citizens do not believe it is true. So, a closer connection with neighborhoods can 
be done. For instance, have better connections with the younger generation, maybe walk around a little 
more (depending on the neighborhood). Lastly, ensure that officers will weed out officers like those with 
reckless behavior, and innocent civilian deaths will not occur. 
 
Response # 78  
Extensive training and support for the cadets, dispatchers, and police officers.  
 
Response # 79 
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Cultural sensitivity training. 
 
Response # 80 
Enhance community involvement.  
 
Response # 81 
Social Emotional Learning trainings for officers and a psychological evaluation every 3 years. 
 
Response # 82  
Diversity and unity in measurable intent. 
 
Response # 83 
I believe Mission statement is attainable with mutual respect. Currently police are not respected. Some 
resident disrespect police using profanity, viciousness only to call police at the first sign of trouble in their 
neighborhood. You cannot have it both ways.  
 
Response # 84 
The police department is merely a reflection of the community, which is angry in most of its interpersonal 
dealings. The police need to find within themselves the honesty and compassion on a daily basis that 
makes for effective police work grounded on reasonable human characteristics. This applies to everyone 
from the police chief all the way through the police department. Without calm and considered thinking 
about and reaction to stressful situations, the police department will continue to act collectively and 
individually as negatively as they currently do. 
  
Response # 85 
Community policing and mini-stations need to return to neighborhoods. 
 
Response # 86 
Foot patrols will help; however, with the instances of ambushing police that have recently occurred, this 
may not feasible until more trust is restored. 
 
Response # 87 
Remember that this is to be a partnership. This will take effort on all sides. 
 
Response # 88 
Leadership should be added.  The police officer most of the time is the only entity who teaches individuals 
to be responsible adults. 
 
Response # 89 
More valid input from community members. Stronger leadership. An update on where matters stand as of 
2016. 
 
Response # 90 
Strengthen our neighborhoods and act with professionalism, respect, compassion, knowledge, integrity, 
and dedication by working in partnership with our neighborhoods and community. 
 
Response # 91 
To also mention the residents of the City of Cleveland.  Although implied with mention of "neighborhoods 
and community" I think the word "residents" would allow each member of the community to feel they are 
being represented and included in this process.  I also think adding the word "resources" after 
"community" would be more defining in demonstrating this is a collaborative effort by all organizations in 
the City of Cleveland.   
 
Response # 92 
The mission n statement is laudable, but in order to achieve it. Community members and the CDP must 
build a trusting relationship. 
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Response # 93 
I believe this starts with building mutual respect through collaborative relationship building. For instance, 
understanding what community members have experienced when there is a shooting AND hearing what 
police experience when they leave the house in the morning, heading to their beats. How much do they 
think about the dangerousness of their jobs, and the chance they may not return that evening. 
 
Response # 94 
What about neighborhood law enforcement, police in the community. Wouldn't it make sense for police 
and community members to know each other up close and personal? 
 
Response # 95 
The mission statement does not mention safety or enforcement. This is a very general statement that 
could be the mission statement of any city department. 
 
Response # 96 
Police should have "brain-supportive vegan potlucks to promote agriculture that is non-violent and puts no 
manure runoff into the great lakes. 
 
Response # 97 
Reverse the statement: "the mission of the members of the CDP............is to deliver superior services with 
professionalism that includes respect, integrity, dedication and excellence by working in partnership with 
our neighborhoods and community in order to enhance the quality of life, strengthen our 
neighborhoods...etc." 
 
Response # 98 
The mission statement is fine but that just paper. What is important is action - how do the CPD rank and 
file carry out this statement if they refuse to acknowledge there is a problem? 
 
Response # 99  
I think that the mission statement is effective as written. 
Response # 100  
A total rewrite with input from the community. 
 
Response # 101  
Measurable specifics. 
 
Response # 102 
I believe the mission statement is clear, concise and presents a good message to the community. 
 
Response # 103 
I don't see how this applies specifically to the police department.  Where is "law enforcement" included in 
the mission?  Generically we think of "law enforcement" as the key role of a police department.  I 
personally think that is too narrow a view of its mission but I don't know if that role is included in the 
language of the mission.  Should there be something about "safety services" or services to ensure the 
safety of all in the Cleveland community?  I think that the idea of serving the community is very important. 
 
Response # 104 
The mission statement would be made more effective if those serving on the CDP were truly genuine 
about strenghthing the bond between the police department and ALL members of the city. 
It should reference keeping the peace and following the law more clearly.  
 
Response # 105  
Actual law enforcement goals.  
 
Response # 106  
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Actual law enforcement goals.  
 
Response # 107 
Well, it's not that it isn't achievable, it is just considering the murders of Tamir Rice and Tanesha 
Anderson, and the cover up by the Cleveland Police Department with a strong assist from the City's 
Administration, I worry about application in reality. It is one thing to change a mission statement, it is 
another thing to live by it. If you were to live by it, then Officers Loehmann and Grambeck would be fired 
immediately, and the City of Cleveland would owe the Rice and Anderson families a respective amount of 
money for emotional and legal damages done in their name and their children's name. If by changing the 
mission statement, you are changing the current operations and punishing those abusing their public 
service. If this mission statement is just a front to appease those who have deeper, graver concerns and 
given the race of most of them counting for the neglect of their voices, then it contributes to the problem 
rather than solving it. 
 
Response # 108  
Less 25 & 50 cent words . . . 
 
Response # 109 
Use of the words neighborhoods and community seems redundant.  Mention or recognition of our diverse 
community or diversity would be beneficial. 
 
Response # 110  
Specific. 
 
Response # 111  
Police can't give people quality of life, and hunting for low-level livability offenses gives excuse for 
something of urban siege warfare, mixed messages at least when we talk about bias-free policing  
Please include dignity of those they serve 
 
 
SMART:  
S. - Specific  
 
M. - Measurable 
 
A. – Assignable 
 
R. - Realistic 
 
T. – Time based 
 
Response # 112  
More community oriented, "Working together" more personable. 
 
Response # 113  
The statement is good, it works on the grounds, fantastic. 
 
Response # 114  
Actually being respectful & professional.  
 
Response # 115  
Deeds should follow words. 
 
Response # 116  
Nothing I can think of. 
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Response # 117  
It is NOT at all measurable. Nor is it inclusive of the multitude of differences. 
 
Response # 118  
Making it more definitive and precise.  
 
Response # 119  
The mission needs to be clearer. There should not be any descriptors that leave any room for 
interpretation, such as "excellence" and "dedication" "superior." 
 
Response # 120 
We need something along the lines addressing specifically constitutional and effective police services.  
Professionalism is good, I'd like to see a commitment to accountability, as well in the mission statement. 

 

Please share what challenges the success of the mission statement. 

 

Responses in this section infer the lack of measurable or attainable outcomes as 

problematic. For instance, some of the 96 respondents expressed a concern for a lack 

of long-term management steps that would lead to quality improvement. Some felt that 

police officers did not really care about keeping the City of Cleveland safe. Others cited 

racism and lack of trust as underlying and ongoing challenges for improving community-

police relations. 

 
 
Response # 1 
The wording of these questions for one thing I find appalling. You are setting yourself up to fail .  Then 
also The lack of family values and the lack of teaching of morals, the basic principles of right and wrong 
on the part of the Citizen which then would carry over into the police department 
 
Response # 2 
Lack of saying how or what will be done to improve. I think the system should quit hiding juvenile records 
on the amount of crimes they commit these days with guns and robbing people on the streets and 
businesses with BB Guns and real guns and houses broken into. The lack of info available to the public 
and hiding them gives people no clue on the higher crimes they commit leaving people clueless on who to 
watch and be aware of. It is like rob someone and be hidden and go do it again and again and no one has 
a clue at all. I find this to be a big problem with the system. 
 
Police training, accountability, and partnerships with communities, resources, and other stakeholders like 
the behavioral health providers in each district.  Each district needs to do more to build community, and 
commanders should understand that they are responsible for that.   
 
A lack of people who are wholeheartedly concerned about the safety and wellbeing of others. 
 
The effectiveness is hindered because 
1)        Its Vague 
2)        Its Generic 
3)        Doesn’t mention principles of diversity or inclusion 
4)        Doesn’t mention community policing 
5)        Doesn’t mention fostering relationships with citizens 
6)        Doesn’t establish trust  
7)        Doesn’t set the tone for constitutional policing 
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Can be more proactive instead of reactive. 
 
Integrity, respect, and dedication should be the criteria for hiring police officers unless they are hired by 
favoritism. I believe that these words belittle those officers who do exhibit those characteristics. I think the 
most important words in the mission statement should be " to earn the trust of the community."  
  
Response # 3  
What is the Cleveland Division of Police? Is it every police officer? 
 
Response # 4  
Using words with lots of meanings that are hard to measure. 
 
Response # 5 
This question doesn't make sense. Do you mean the effectiveness of what the mission statement says or 
what hinders the ability of the mission statement being implemented?  
Communication 
 
Response # 6 
I find it odd that there is nothing there about the law considering it is the mission statement for a law 
enforcement department 
 
Response # 7 
What happens if an officer of the CDP is found to be in violation? What is the recourse for rectifying the 
situation? 
 
Response # 9   
Lack of effective training in de-escalation techniques.  
 
Response #10   
Mistrust of police by community members. 
 
Response # 11   
Perceived lack of transparency regarding policing procedures and training. 
 
Response # 12 
On the TV nightly news and in the PD we get a lot of reports of police-officers in trouble.  And I'm sure 
that this does happen; but, it seems that the same reports get played over and over, day after day.  And 
the PD gives us pictures of sad, mean, and angry officers in trouble that gets printed day after day, week 
after week.   They represent ALL police officers!!!   Let the Justice Department take care of those officers 
who are breaking the law.    
 
Response #13 
The lack of respect police officers are shown not just by the citizens but by politicians, clergy, & those with 
a voice in the community. 
 
Response # 14 
It sounds like every mission statement ever made. I agree with it, but it's vague, generic and how do you 
measure it? Blah blah blah blah blah. Blah blah blah.  
 
Response # 15  
Long history of prejudice.  
 
Response # 16   
The police officers are to fearful of the communities that they are supposed to serve. 
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Response # 17   
Lack of the above matters in #1; Deliver superior services. 
 
Response # 18  
Some officers negative attitudes towards the LGBT community. 

 
Response # 19 
People not respecting the law, not respecting authority, people trying to be "politically correct", people not 
abiding by the outcome of the judicial system as it plays out, i.e. "protesting" just because they disagree 
with an outcome for ex: when a grand jury returns a no bill & some do not agree they "protest" which is 
actually what was called in the old west as a "lynch mob". let the law work. let the police work, support the 
laws, support the police who protect the public from chaos. 
 
Response # 20 
Police need training in addressing mental health issues and how to de-escalate in crisis situations. 
 
Response # 21  
Politics, egos, lack of focus and commitment to the people and community. 
 
Response # 22  
An attitude of distrust on part of the police and community.  
 
Response # 23 
Bad attitudes, lack of professionalism, superiority complexes, superman complexes.  Be real, be kind, be 
firm, but do not tell me that I should move to get away from crime in my neighborhood, indifference or 
inability to lead from the top is where it starts; political appointments/ protecting ineffective leaders is 
demoralizing to employees 
 
 
Response # 24 
I don't know if the above happens in every District.  If not, it should be.  It is important that the police are 
not only visible but in communication with the public on a regular basis.  I know that they are 
professionals, but it is important that they show that they care about people, are sympathetic to their 
situation.  Not puff out their chest and show who is in charge in situations where people are hurting and 
scared.  Be professional but human. 
 
Response # 25 
This is a top down effort, but this kind of change needs to emerge from the ranks.  
 
Response # 26 
Needs to be simpler. Too broad. 
 
Response # 27 
It’s vague, but most mission statements are...  
 
Response # 28  
Limitation of resources both human and fiscal. 
 
Response # 29  
Nothing about protecting people. 
 
Response # 30 
Knowledge.  
 
Response # 31  
It should include mention of upholding the law and protecting the public. 
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Response # 32 
First, we need to translate "professionalism, respect, integrity, dedication and excellence" into specific 
behaviors on the part of the police officers. Second, we need to train police leadership as to how they 
should evaluate and help officers improve on the behaviors that will lead to attaining the mission. 
 
Response # 33  
Public mistrust. 
 
Response # 34 
Current CDP structure. CDP KNOWS they have people that shouldn't be police officers, they have been 
moved around, disciplined or investigated without discipline, but they can't take swift action to get these 
people off of their roles and this pollutes the entire force. It's unfortunate. As a citizen of a great city, I 
want to trust my police but do not. 
 
Response # 35  
The one officer who is just collecting their pay check and do not want to be there.  
 
Response # 36  
Poor selection of recruits. 
 
Response # 37  
Nothing will. 
 
Response # 38 
Enhance the quality of life. I would focus on safety and security of the Cleveland Clinic and surrounding 
environs. 
 
 
Response # 39  
Placing a goal sentence would be useful. Ie: In order to reduce crime...or build community between the 
public safety forces and the citizens of the community.  
 
Response # 40 Long held culture of us and them. 
 
Response # 41 
The inability of the CPD to accept civilian oversight and lack of accountability for actions by the police. 
All citizens need safe secure housing, access to health and other human services, as needed, and a 
secure source of income or a job, and education.  
  
Response # 42 
As someone who works with CPD officers on a regular basis, many of them are hardworking and 
professional but a significant minority have an unprofessional and arrogant and demeaning attitude 
towards the public, the City and the Courts.  These officers are covered for by the management and by 
their colleagues. Until this changes, this mission statement is just a lot of meaningless words.  
 
Response # 43  
Don't like the word Superior in this context.  
 
Response # 44  
The Community needs to respect the police, as the police must respect the community. 
 
Response # 45 
There needs to be a commitment that the PD will enforce the law by upholding the law. That is, the PD 
will not do anything illegal in their efforts to enforce the law. 
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Response # 46 
The negative climate towards the police when I feel they try to do the best job and now their hands are 
tied. 
 
Response # 47 
Communication between police and the citizenry. There are biases on both sides which need to be 
addressed. Racism is the problem. Police officers need to take customer service courses in the least, to 
not be so cold and appear uncaring. 
 
Response # 48 
Not enough police on streets. Think should go back to having neighborhood mini stations.  
 
Response # 49  
INFALLABLE IS PERFECT. 
 
Response # 50  
Finding good people.  
 
Response # 51 
I think there is an adversarial relationship between the police and some of the residence in some of the 
Cleveland neighborhoods. 
 
Response # 52 
All the negative press the police get. Yes, there are some that are bad but that is everywhere.  
Nothing really.  It is fine but like many mission statements probably not terribly useful.  I think we all know 
why we have police. I also don't like words like "superior" in mission statements - they are empty 
adjectives.  
 
 
Response # 53 
Not focusing on the cultural competence and mental/emotional wellness of future employees I believe in 
order to help blighted, poor neighborhoods where health and education needs have not been remotely 
met for several generations of residents, the first responders MUST be the cream of the crop who are 
attracted to the mission of the CDP It will cost more up front, but eventually have a payoff for the City as a 
whole.  
 
Response # 54 
Poor training.  Police are not trained on how to deal with young men and children, or those with mental 
health issues such as bipolar, anxiety, and depression, alcoholics and drug addicts. 
 
Response # 55 
I think the mission statement is fine. If it needs to be changed to get attention, so be it, but I don't think the 
statement, on its merits, needs to be changed. It is attainable. The problem is the police culture does not 
match the mission. 
 
Response # 56 
If I didn't know, I would have no idea that this mission statement was for a police department. 
It is so broad that it is hard to know how to measure if the police are doing this. 
 
Response # 57 
When officers are only harassing black or communities who live in poverty and not actually assisting. Also 
they need to engage more and get to know the people in the location that they serve. They should get 
longer training that is more than 6 months. More sensitivity training!  
 
Response # 58  
Mostly vision, training and accountability both to the community and internally. 
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Response # 59  
They word "superior." 
 
Response # 60 
Officials covering things up and citizens that don't take responsibility for their actions and blaming race 
bias for everything. 
 
Response # 61 
What hinders the success of the vision is ignorance. From officers and civilians. The only true bad person 
are those who do not want the best for everyone in our city. 
 
Response # 62  
Not enforced nor supported. 
 
Response # 63  
Racism, prejudice and marginalization. 
 
Response # 64 
Media inhibits open conversation and focuses on problems instead of accomplishment between resident's 
and police. They only report on negative things.  
 
Response # 65 
The basic hindrance in positive thinking in Cleveland is the overall anger and sneakiness in the 
community. The police need to rise above such attitudes, and see themselves as right doers, not inclined 
to react negatively to every happenstance.  
 
Response # 66 
Training in the direction of calm consideration of situations, and not a "shoot to kill" mentality is essential. 
Mistrust on all sides is a major hindrance.  Dialogue is needed, with openness to all viewpoints. 
 
Response # 67 
Too many agendas. 
 
Response # 68  
Political and media intrusions. 
 
Response # 69 
Not enough community involvement. People want change, but are they willing to learn and sacrifice? 
vague superior services, not mention of education, or compassion "...to enhance the quality of life" is 
somewhat awkward as to where it is placed in the mission statement.  
 
Response # 70 
 Although I understand the intention I don't know that it is appropriate in the mission statement.  I feel that  
"Enhancing the quality of life" is more of a personal decision by an individual to seek resources in their 
community rather than the responsibility of the Cleveland Community Police Commission.   
  
Response # 71 
Pre conceived notions about those who have addictions and mental health issues. The need for further 
training to develop understanding and empathy for citizens. Also, understanding why police are more 
likely to respond quickly to a perceived threat, rather than to use techniques of de-escalation. 
 
Response # 72 
Officers do not espouse these values in many of their interactions with community members. 
 
Response # 73 
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Not enough whole grain flax enriched vegan donuts. Cops should get healthy and brag about it to 
improve PR. 
 
Response # 74 
The perception of racism, that blacks are treated differently than whites. 
1. Failure to admit and recognize a problem  
2. Placing blame on others vs looking inward - no workforce is without problem but it is how the problems 
are dealt with - they appear to deny and cover up. 
3. Appear a hinder may be lack or resources or how they deploy the resources ie not having the right 
people making the decisions, procedures and polices.  For instant the recent issues with mental health - 
do you have any Behavioral Health Nurses representation ( not just doctors)? 
4. Failure to admit misunderstanding or lack of understanding different cultures - it is difficult to tackle the 
subject of Race. 
 
Response # 75 
I am curious to know where the "action steps" are listed for the Cleveland Division of Police (CDP),  
...what each party needs to do to achieve this mission, ...and where each party's role is spelled out 
(where do I as a citizen fit in?). 
 
Response # 76  
It does not speak to building relationships with the community. 
 
Response # 77 
Noble goals - very difficult to attain, especially without the support of so many who seek to persecute and 
demonize our police. 
 
Response # 78 
Accountability.  So much of the focus has been on the accountability of the police department but there is 
never any focus on the accountability of the citizens of our community.  People teaching their children, 
through their actions, to fear the police and not cooperate with the police (even when they are witnesses 
to a crime) prevents the police from carrying out their sworn duties and the mission statement. 
 
Response # 79 
I doubt that the employees of the Cleveland Police Department would articulate its mission in the 
language that is in the mission.  Unless they understand and truly buy into it, it will sit on the shelf and be 
unrelated to the actual work that the police department does. 
 
Response #80 
The challenge is that not everyone who serves on the CDP is doing so with the intention of policing fairly 
and without bias - in other words, as long as individuals like Steve Loomis (who has shown consistently 
that he has no filter), Timothy Loehmann, and so on are allowed to serve, we as a city (specifically people 
of color) are in extreme danger. 
 
Response # 81  
Lack of respect and relationships with neighborhoods.  
 
Response # 82 
It's not measurable.  
 
Response # 83 
It's not measurable.  
 
Response # 84 
It's application. I mentioned most of my concerns in my previous response, but what will truly measure the 
success of this mission statement would be it's application. I personally do not see the Cleveland Police 
Department changing its tune in targeting unarmed Clevelanders of color in applying this mission 
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statement to their daily practices unless there is stronger actions made to live by the mission statement. 
Living by the mission statement would mean the firings of Officers Loehmann and Grambeck. It would 
mean holding the Cleveland Police Department accountable for its institutional abuses and violations of 
civil rights. It would mean returning to grand jury decisions with appeals and amending the verdict. It 
would mean taking the Department of Justice's suggestions seriously in changing the practices. It would 
mean less racial profiling. It would mean that prospective cops would not only pass tests indicative of their 
pursued profession, but be checked on from time to time, and upon violating those oaths to protect and 
serve, that a citizen panel made up of actual citizens of Cleveland would help determine the sentence of 
police officers who violate their oath. Given the presence of Steve Loomis on the Cleveland Community 
Police Commission, there is a huge doubt that the mission statement will be realized in his tenure on it. 
He is an embarrassment to the term "public servant."  
 
Response # 85  
All this is a given - or I would hope so.    
 
Response # 86 
Existing culture and relationships that have been established within the Division of Police and with the 
Division's relationships with members and organizations within the community. 
 
Response # 87 
Community trust in the system and any statement made by representatives that were part of previous 
questionable behavior, whether that was as an officer, administrator, or public official. 
We need non-military type of job description - even "win hearts and minds" came from the military, and 
people with weapons aren't great at it. If the job is to enforce city code, do that without escalating other 
situations of emergency response. All members of the PD should know city code, and they should know 
constitutional and human rights so they know not to bully. DOJ found officers didn't even know when they 
themselves were breaking the law 
 
 
Response # 88 
Attitude. 
 
Response # 89  
Having the individual members of the CPD believe in the mission and holding each individual 
representative accountable for his/her actions or lack of action. 
 
Response # 90  
I'm not sure right now. 
 
Response # 91   
Racism in the dept. The role of police is to enforce laws usually by force. 
 
Response # 92   
Police need to be retrained 
 
Response # 93   
Honesty. 
 
Response # 94   
See above about inclusivity and measurability.  
 
Response # 95 
A code of honor within the CPD that makes it impossible for officers to speak out against injustices and 
inequalities without a very real fear of repercussions.  
 
Response # 96  
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There needs to be more definitive action words in the statement.  
 

 

Think about the words “superior services” … would you use “superior” 

in this kind of mission statement? How often is one expected to be 

superior? 

 

 

If you think the phase “superior services” should remain in the mission 

statement, how would you define it? 

 
  
Response #1  
An action that produces a positive result. 
 
Response #2  
Above and beyond. 
 
Response #3 
Meeting the community, whether as an individual or as a group or family, superior means meeting people 
at the point of their need. 
 
Response #4  
Trying to do the best thing for each individualized situation. 
 
Response #5   
All members of the organization are committed to providing excellent services. 
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Response #6   
Partnerships engagement. 
 
Response #7  
The reason I think it should be removed is because it is too vague in this context. What service are we 
talking about? too vague and therefore too easily misconstrued. 
 
Response #8 
Doing your best at all times, treating the people in the community like you would like the people you love, 
care for and respect treated. 
 
Response #9 
Timely response. Maintaining a professional and respectful demeanor at all times (because officers have 
been trained how to do this) and adequate support/care services for officers to help them manage the 
effects of the difficult work they do and the life and death decisions they make. 
 
Response #10 
The very Best treatment for all the people living in Cleveland. 
 
Working to the best of one's abilities with training and information given to do what's best for mankind. It 
can mean different things in different situations. 
 
Response # 11  
Accountability. Specifics. 
 
Response # 12   
Working with and getting to know the population to which you provider your service. 
 
Response # 13   
To make up for past errors. 
 
Response #14   
Extra attentiveness. 
 
Response #15   
Respect, professionalism and honesty. 
 
Response #16   
Respectful interactions with the public with firmness of commands. 
 
Response #17   
The best. 
 
Response #18   
Treat all people respectfully regardless their station in life. 
 
Response #19   
Performing one's duties with integrity and fairness 100% of the time. 
 
Response #20   
Unattainable. 
 
Response #21  
Timely response and effective response. 
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Response #22   
Accountability, full disclosure, transparency . 
 
Response #23   
Providing and/or rendering your very best. 
  
Response #24   
Excellence in fighting crime and in communicating with the people they serve. 
 
Response #25   
Effective and respectful most of the time 
 
Response #26 
Along with the above qualities I think he or she needs to thing first and consider the consequences if at all 
possible. 
 
Response #27   
Timely, ethical and knowledgeable.  
 
Response #28   
More than 90% effectiveness. 
 
Response #29   
Way above average... beyond expectations... beyond typical. 
 
Response #30   
Best possible. 
 
Response #31   
Above average. 
 
Response #32   
Above and beyond the call of duty. 
 
Response #33   
Doing a job purposefully and thoughtfully as well as honestly. 
 
Response #34 
Prompt, courteous, without using excessive force, uniform and without regard to race or ethnicity. 
 
Response #35   
Maintaining the safety and welfare of residents and property. 
 
Response #36 
It means treating people with dignity; realizing that we pay their salaries and even people who MAY have 
done bad things should be treated with basic human respect. There are bad people out there doing bad 
things, yes, and I think they need to be punished but that is not up to individual police officers - its up to 
our entire system. You don't have to treat people badly. 
 
Response #37   
The best a person can do nothing less. 
 
Response #38  
Better than good and appropriate to the situation. 
 
Response #39   
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Professional integrity based upon superior training. 
 
 
Response #40   
Meeting the highest possible standards of service 
 
Response #41   
Every member working in tandem to the best of their ability for the public good.  
 
Response #42  
Servicing the public's needs in a timely and professional manner. 
 
Response #43  
Above the call of duty and job description. 
 
Response #44  
Listen to the citizen, he will tell you what he needs.  
 
Response #45  
Doing your job in a professional manner. 
 
Response #46  
Don't know in this context. Seems vague and cliché. 
 
Response #47  
Respect for those they serve. 
 
Response #48  
Obeying the law and following appropriate procedures. 
 
Response #49  
Doing the best you can 
 
Response #50 
To the best job you can. To communicate with people and be a trusted servant, not just display power.  
being prompt in responding even to "minor" calls within 15-30 min. so as to not escalate and become 
major issue. 
 
Response #51  
BETTER THAN AVERAGE. 
 
Response #52 
I can't that is why I said it was too vague - how are you defining that, what measures = superior? 
 
Response #53 
The word should maybe be "excellent" and would be how quickly the response time is and how quickly a 
situation could be brought under control, even if deadly force is needed. I have no qualms about the 
handling of the Rice case. 
 
Response #54 
Better than that offered by most other agencies of a similar nature 
response to needs or crises fully informed of situation at hand and thoroughly following and implementing 
all appropriate protocols. 
 
Response #55 
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Superior to what?  I would say that police should treat people like people not suspects.  Police behave 
like they are afraid of people in the community.  For example, police shine a flashlight on your eyes In a 
traffic stop so you can't see their face.  
 
Response #56  
Evidence based policies, check for fidelity of implementation. 
 
Response #57  
Better services than is common elsewhere. 
 
Response #58  
Delivering by-the-book service with added courtesy and compassion when appropriate. 
 
Response #60  
Courteous. 
 
Response #61 
I was questioned about a person who fit my description. I was asked if I was being detained. I was not so 

I left the situation. The officer was rude and actually lied when I challenged his authority to keep me 

without any just cause. When I caught him in the lie, he let me go. 

Response #62 
Respecting the communities by listening to their commands and truly understanding the community they 
work for. They have the means of being able to kill a person because they were "scared for their life" and 
get  away with it, but if a person who wasn't a police officer would get some kind of a sentence. 
Nearly all encounters result in more trust, respect and safety in the area. 
 
Response #63  
Services that will actually be useful. 
 
Response #64  
Doing things to the very best of your abilities. 
 
Response #65  
Best or highest service. 
 
Response #66  
Best service that can be humanly possible. 
 
Response #67  
Exceptional 
 
Response #68  
Diversity. 
 
Response #69 
Above average. 
 
Response #70  
NOT "shoot to kill", but calm and considered response to stressful situations. 
 
Response #71  
Prompt, respectful. 
 
Response #72 

What does that mean? superior to what? How do you measure superior service and in what increments? 
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Response #73 
The ability and time to commit resources with supervision to complete investigations fully. 
 
Response #74  
Above and beyond-stellar! 
 
Response #76  
Exceptional. 
 
Response #77 
With patience and understanding for each unique situation. 
 
Response #78 
Excellent customer service, neighborhoods are safe, positive community-police relations 
Justice for Tamir. 
 
Response #79 
when you are allowed to talk and present your side, when CDP asks if you need help and direct you to 
the appropriate place, treated with respect, not to be pounded with what they see as their authority  
The very best service that one can offer, within the scope of their resources. 
 
Response #80  
Perfection, which is humanly impossible. 
 
Response #81 
I was questioned about a person who fit my description. I was asked if I was being detained. I was not so 
I left the situation. The officer was rude and actually lied when I challenged his authority to keep me 
without any just cause. When I caught him in the lie, he let me go. 
 
 

Based on your personal experience with CDP, which words would you 

eliminate from the mission statement? Integrity, Respect, Partnership, Superior service? 
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If any, why did you decide to eliminate words from the mission 

statement? 

 

Response #1  
They all represent an admirable Goal and an ideal department. 
 
Response #2  
Common sense answer would be to have all 4. 
 
Response #3  
Positive result moves you forward 
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Response #4  
I did not understand the question? What item? 
 
Response #5  
Select which item? What superior service means to me? That doesn't make sense.  
 
Response #6  
It is the soul of the Division. 
 
Response #7  
Oops... just explained why in the last question about what does superior service means to me. Nothing in 
the context of the mission statement as presented - the use is too broad and vague 
We need them all to make a difference in the way we do business with all people of all cultures, genders, 
and ages.  Actually this is the way we can all live in harmony and peace as we care for each other ...our 
human family living together, working together, eating together, playing together, praying together, 
learning together and enjoying each other. 
 
Response #8 
I don't understand the question. I've always been treated fine by the CPD. But I'm white. And I live in 
Kamms' Corners. What the heck do I know about it? 
 
Response #9  
Because of evidence of prejudice in policing. 
 
Response #10  
Best description. 
 
Response #11  
Because those words mean everything in my community 
 
Response #12  
Not sure what item this is referring to with the question. 
 
Response #13 
Superior may prejudice the public to be PERFECT. That is unattainable as they are human working in a 
high pressure job needing to make split second decisions they are already under enough scrutiny.  
 
Response #14  
Service. 
 
Response #15 
Effective - intervention is successful as defined by policies, expectations, uses least resources possible, 
accomplishes the goal. 
 
Response #16 
Respectful - considering that who you are dealing with could be your brother or cousin- how would you 
like them to be treated? no tolerance for force beyond what is needed to control the situation, if 
threatened. 
 
Response #17 
Because it is important.  I have been stopped by police and they have always been pretty nice.  But I am 
white, so I definitely do not know if my experience is typical of a minority person.  I want to be sure that 
my minority neighbors are getting the same treatment and consideration.  Every person deserves respect 
that a human being should receive. 
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Response #18  
All aspects are needed.  
 
Response #19 
keep all the items... but measuring them to identify whether or not the police met the standards set out by 
the statement is another thing. What is the measurable criteria here?   
 
Response #20  
Because protection is one of the central missions of the police.  
  
Response #21  
I thought it was helpful. 
 
Response #22  
Because right now I do not think the CDP treats all citizens with respect. 
 
Response #23  
Felt that all were important. 
 
Response #24  
It completes the description of police professionalism. 
 
Response #25  
Safety seems to be the primary service that police are looked to in the community in which they service. 
 
Response #26  
It is too vague.  
 
Response #27 
This mission statement is a goal but without concrete steps to implement the rot that is at the core of the  
CPD, it is unattainable.  
 
Response #28 
Keep all four words because they reflect important values in how the PD conducts its mission. 
 
Response #29  
Because I think all 4 words are important to any job.  
 
Response #30 
NO 1 IS PERFECT UNTIL SOCIETY CHANGES THAT ALL LIVES MATTER, U CAN HAVE ALL THE 
COMMISSIONS U WANT   
 
Response #31 
I've experienced neither from Cleveland police in various interactions, both personal & professional. 
 
Response #32  
This is not the police department's job. 
 
Response #33 
Superior service.  It is not necessary and just sounds like wishful thinking.  This is no reflection on the 
CPD,  I tend to feel the same way about other agencies that  try to suggest that they are going to be 
"superior",  "world class", "cutting edge" - blah blah blah.  Better to just say what you are there to 
accomplish and what you value in trying to get there - integrity, accountability etc are fine in my opinion.  
 
Response #34  
Replace "superior," with appropriate. 
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Response #35 
I said respect, because I don't think police officers respect the people in low income communities. We are 
more like something we have to control like animals. 
 
Response #36 
Superior was the word I want eliminated. It was almost like they are saying they are perfect in every way 
possible. 
 
Response #37 
Superior service because the could implement superior with something of more equality. Separating 
words are not the best route for a mission and vision like this 
 
Response #38 
Damage control is difficult in addressing specific situations, strive to do the best not perfect. Utilize 
resources to be effective. 
 
Response #39 
superior- superior is relative to what? I have lived in Cleveland for 20 yrs. How can I compare with other 
municipalities? 
 
Response #40  
I have always been treated with dignity.  
 
Response #41  
It is an acceptable statement, if only it is honestly acted upon. 
 
Response #42 
vague and lofty, not realistic.  I would suggest more specific measurable descriptors. 
 
Response #43 
superior is a lofty word and not readily relatable by many people. Perhaps excellence?  
 
Response #44 
Superior has many meaning and until areas are addressed this is a goal is will never be obtainable so 
why have it in the statement. 
 
Response #45  

Dedication- Too vague. 

 

Response #46  

Superior service-too vague. 

 

Response #47  

Excellence- Too vague. 

 

Response #48   
Service that is constitutional, community focused and preserves human dignity. 

 

Any other revisions? 

 

Response #1 

There's nothing wrong or exclusionary about the current statement. I'm puzzled as to why folks would 

read into it and suggest that the statement is unfair or non-inclusive in any way. 
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Response #2  
Words with more specificity.  
 
Response #3  
Accountable to the highest office. Follow the law in regards to interactions with citizens.  
 
Response #4  
Accountable to the highest office. Follow the law in regards to interactions with citizens.  
 
Response #5  
"We will hold ourselves personally accountable for any violations of this mission statement and will act 
accordingly to the will of our constituency."  
 
Response #6 

A true move to end the system that silences dissenters within and creates an environment in which 

officers can step forward to report injustices.  

Response #7 
MISSION:  sample of appropriate words --  "safeguard the lives and property of the people we serve", 
"reduce the incidence and fear of crime, and to enhance public safety", "working with the diverse 
communities to improve their quality of life", "highest ethical standards" "public confidence", "fair and 
impartial police services", "respect for human dignity". 
 
CORE VALUES:   
▪ Service to Our Communities 
▪ Reverence for the Law 
▪ Commitment to Leadership 
▪ Integrity in All We Say and Do 
▪ Respect for People 
▪ Quality Through Continuous Improvement 
▪ Integrity 
▪ Professionalism 
▪ Diversity 
▪ Accountability 
▪ Reject Militarization 
 
DEPARTMENT PRIORITIES 
▪ Best Practices in Policing 
▪ Ethics and Integrity 
▪ Community Partnership 
▪ Identify, Prioritize & Solve Problems 
▪ Strive for an implement Community Centered Policing 
▪ Ensure Transparency and Accountability 
▪ Ensure Diversity 
▪ Proactively Engage Communities 
▪ Utilize Technology and Tools for Accountability and Oversight 
 
Management & Organizational Efficiency & Effectiveness 
 
REF: Los Angeles, Seattle and Cincinnati Police Departments; and policylink.org 
 
Response #8  
Inclusiveness. 
 
Response #9 
Respecting the rights of all those served, and respecting the profession of other officers under the law 
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the golden rule might work 
 
Response #10  
Diverse. 
 
Response #11  
Community members, equality, unbiased and respecting. 
 
Response #12 
I'm unsure. 
 
Response #13  
Take police complaints without attempts at intimidation.  
 
Response #14 
None, it is clear now.  Mission statements are supposed to be short and easy to remember.   
 
Response #15  
Try. Effort. Attempt.  
 
Response #16 
A true move to end the system that silences dissenters within and creates an environment in which 
officers can step forward to report injustices.  

 

What would you include in a new mission statement? 

 

Response #1 

Qualify goals with a phrase that indicates the valiant attempt of the CDP to realize these goals, but the 

reality that it will only occur with the support of the citizens.  

Response #2 

There is nothing in particular I can think of.  Perhaps you could use "collaboration" in one form or another 

in place of "partnership" but I think the message is the same. 

Response #3 

I wonder if "law enforcement" or "safety services" or another related term should be included to ensure 

that the mission statement actually describes the mission of the police department, rather than any 

agency of government. 

Response #4 

I don't care about a mission statement; I care about concrete, measurable change and progress. 

Response #5  

Words with more specificity. 

 

Response #6  

Accountable to the highest office. Follow the law in regards to interactions with citizens.  

 

Response #7  

Accountable to the highest office. Follow the law in regards to interactions with citizens.  

 

Response #8 

"We will hold ourselves personally accountable for any violations of this mission statement and will act 

accordingly to the will of our constituency."  
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Response #9  
No one uses the term "superior" without believing there is an "inferior." In reality of the Cleveland Police 
Department, "superior" means that the officers know what they are doing and know best. In the case of 
Officers Loehmann and Grambeck, as well as the officer who murdered Tanesha Anderson, Loehmann 
barely passed training and Grambeck is an accomplice to that. In addition, "superior" entitles God 
complexes, which is what the CPD is riding on with their victim-blaming of the innocent people they have 
killed on account of their skin color. If there is to be a better word, it would have to be "equal" since 
Clevelanders of color do not get the same treatment as white Clevelanders and if you are going to want to 
change for the sake of restoring trust in your constituency, you are going to have to equalize the 
treatment and penalize those who are vigilantes created by their own racism who have abused the law at 
the hands of public servitude. 
 
Response #10 
If it remains it should make mention of some components of the core services. i.e., as related to 
"community centered policing".  And as applied to 21st century policing methods and best practices. 
 
Response #11 
I would prefer for it NOT to be used, but instead use language such as: 
"address crime and improve quality of life through the delivery of constitutional and effective police 
services, and to do so in a way that reflects the values of our diverse neighborhoods." 
REF: Seattle, WA Police Dept. 
 
Response #12  

Respond - don't react. 

 

Response #13 
Can be viewed as superior, better than, snobbish or something more personable involved. 
 
Response #14  
Doing the best job possible while serving the community. 
 
Response #15  
By treating all people with human decency we can achieve superior service.  
 
Response #16  
The best service available. 
 
Response #17  
Top notch. Above all or most. CPD is not at all superior.  
 

Response #18 

Something needs to begin with bias policing. Show the community with more personable or superior 

words for relating and building relationships. 

 

Other Comments 

 
Response #1  
Thanks to the Cleveland Police Department for the great work you do 
 
Response #2 
We caught a group breaking into and stealing a vehicle from the parking lot of my office.  It was all on 
tape & we saw it happen on video about 3 minutes after it actually happened.  We called the police (4th 
District) 3 times and they never came to take a report.  Our staff ended up tracking down the stolen 
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vehicle using GPS and went to the neighborhood where the vehicle was parked.  This all started at 
11:45am and when we found the vehicle, it was 3:30pm.  The police STILL had not arrived and I had to 
call a personal friend who is retired from the 4th District PD to get officers to come to the scene.  They 
arrived at 4:00pm and gave the owner of the stolen vehicle a pair of pliers to start the van and drive it 
home.  There never was any follow-up. 
 
Response #3 
I hope this mission statement feedback is more than just a front for appeasement because there are 
many things you can be doing to restore trust in the Cleveland Police Department. If I am in any danger in 
the city of Cleveland, I will not be calling 911 for your services. I am grateful there are alternative help 
lines.  
 
Response #4 
I have worked with CPD with weed and seed, and other community activities 
police did not come to scene of accident, when I went to the district to report the accident, the officer was 
not willing to take my account of the accident and stated the other party already came in to report. 
 
Response #5 
Unit new recruits are tested on beliefs such as racism, sexism, LGBT people and eliminated if they are 
bigots, it will be very, very difficult to change the culture of the CPD. 
 
Response #6  
CPD responded quickly and acted very professionally. 
 
Response #7 
They had no sense of urgency and gave the impression that I must have known the perpetrator.  There 
was absolutely no follow up. Very disappointing and disturbing. 
 
Response #8  

Asperger's Syndrome- and it's increased abled, not "differently-abled."  

Response #9  

Critical Thinker. 

 

Response #10 
I have worked with CPD with weed and seed, and other community activities 
police did not come to scene of accident, when I went to the district to report the accident, the officer was 
not willing to take my account of the accident and stated the other party already came in to report. 
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Demographics 

 

 

Minimum age 19   Maximum age 74 

NOTE:  Not everyone responded to this question. 
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Information shared as a percent of responses to the 

request for respondent’s race and gender 

identity/orientation 
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Other areas reported as listed on the survey by persons who work in Cleveland but live in communities 

that are not covered by Cleveland Wards or individuals did not know their Wards. Option 19 was the 

system prompt that allowed respondents to enter where they lived. 

Cleveland Heights Written as “Subrub” Shaker D 

Shaker Heights Berea Lakewood 

Cuyahoga County City of Euclid University Heights 

Brook Park 5 did not know their Ward # Warrensville Heights 

Inner Ring First Ring Bedford 

Broadview Heights Bratenahl Pepper Pike 

South Euclid Puritas Longmead Lorain County 

Beachwood Oakwood Bay Village 

Garfield Heights West Park Parma 

Willoughby North Royalton  

All members of City Council were asked to encourage 

persons in their Ward to participate in the CDP Mission 

Statement Survey. 
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Other context: crossing guard, home invasion, filing a complaint,  


